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ABSTRACT
Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) is a device for
restoring the functionality of paralyzed portion of human body
due to spinal cord injury (SCI). Recent clinical studies
demonstrated that the recovery of functionality of paralyzed
portion was contributed by electrical stimulation of different
nerves that generate missing functions of the upper limb due
to SCI, which uses symmetric biphasic pulses that allow both
pulses to depolarize the neural membrane, hence suppress
skin breakdown and itching. However, the anodic current
reversal of these pulses can abolish an action potential
developing in response to the cathodic phase. To overcome
this problem, this device uses fully programmable symmetric
biphasic pulses with inter-pulse interval for surface electrodes
and it works in both modes: open loop as well as closed loop.
A microcontroller is used for control of stimulation
parameters such as stimulation frequency, pulse width, interpulse duration and pulse amplitude. These parameters are set
automatically with feedback electromyography (EMG) signals
recorded by the sensors from patient in closed loop mode or
manually with the help of push-buttons and LCD display in
open loop mode.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of a FES unit is to help a patient regain control of
the major and minor muscle functions so the patient can
resume daily activities themselves and not be dependent on
others to achieve simple tasks like walking, drinking from a
cup, or turning knobs and buttons. The movement process
generally involves the primary activation of small motor
nerves for fine control, and then progresses to major
activation of motor nerves for movement of larger muscle
groups. In many situations the goal of the use of a FES unit is
to help the patient's brain learn new ways to achieve
tasks. FES uses short electrical pulses to generate contractions
in paralyzed muscles. These contractions can be coordinated
to actuate joints by stimulating one or more muscles that exert
torques about the joint. The resulting joint angle can be
controlled by modulating the intensity of stimulation
delivered to the flexor and extensor muscles, which actuates
the joint in opposite directions. Most FES systems that are
used in clinical settings use either open-loop or closed-loop
control systems. Open-loop FES systems require continuous
or repeated user input, which means that the user must devote
his or her full attention to operating the FES device. However,
closed-loop FES systems execute a preset stimulation
sequence in an open-loop fashion when a specific condition is
met. This type of FES system can be used to improve the gait
of stroke patients who struggle with drop foot i.e.; dragging
the foot of the affected leg. A closed-loop FES system for

correcting foot drop uses a sensor to detect when the user’s
heel lifts off the ground and then stimulates the ankle flexor
muscles, allowing the user to swing his or her foot and take a
step. Stimulation is a method of applying low level electrical
currents via electrodes to excite muscle fibers or nerve cells to
restore or improve the function of paralyzed portion of the
body due to SCI. Various forms of electrical stimulation have
been used to produce contraction of upper-motor-neuron
paralyzed skeletal muscle in patients with SCI.
These contractions can be used to produce functional
movements in the upper and lower extremities. To restore the
functionality of a muscle in subjects with an incomplete spinal
cord lesion, a device should have at least four channels of
stimulation [3]. Computer-controlled or microcontroller-based
programmable stimulators with multichannel outputs are
necessary to develop complex schemes of muscles. In recent
years, portable stimulators have played an important role in
clinical studies for better patient acceptance.

1.1 EMG SIGNAL
EMG is the technique for measuring levels of muscle activity.
When a muscle contracts, electrical activity generated as
action potentials propagate along the muscle fibers. In
Dynamic EMG, electrodes are attached to the skin and muscle
activity is measured as the patient moves through various
ranges of motion. EMG is used for analyzing different phases
of walking. Human walking is a complex and rhythmic
activity. It is well integrated effort of brain, nerves and
muscles. A group of muscles are involved in performing even
a single movement like flexion and extension. No two
individuals have a similar walking style. There are many
reasons- neurological, anatomical and environmental where a
human is deviating from his normal walk. In order to assess
the exact cause and find a solution to correct an individual’s
walk, an accurate and quantitative assessment of deviation is
required. There are many techniques which have developed
over the years. Dynamic EMG offers a means of directly
tracking muscle activity. Amplitude of EMG signals derived
during walk may also be interpreted as a measure of relative
muscle tension. The timing and intensity of the EMG during a
phase or the entire walking cycle informs about neurological
control and muscle integration. The difficulties of relating
EMG to the corresponding force signals are associated with
highly non linear and time-variable relation between these
signals, and the difficulty in measuring EMG consistently and
repeatedly. Magnitude and intensity of the EMG signal is at
least qualitatively related to the force produced by a muscle
under given condition. EMG signal for different walking
speed of normal healthy individuals. The EMG preamplifier
fitted electrodes are fixed to the Gastrocnemius and Soleus
muscles of both the legs of the subject using medical grade
both sided tapes. The electrodes are placed at the motor points
of the selected muscles on both the legs of the subject. Three
sets of data are acquired, with the subject walking at self
selected speed for fast and slow walking. The collected data
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are stored and analyzed offline using Biometrics Management
Software. For analyzing the data using Biometrics
Management software, two major parameters; amplitude and
frequency are chosen. It can be concluded that the variation in
amplitude and median frequency of EMG signal can be used
to identify the speed of walk of a normal human.

2. RELATED WORK
Nowadays many electrical stimulation systems are applied for
different kinds of applications such as for standing, walking,
grasping and holding in subjects after SCI and each of these
systems is meant for a specific application; hence, it was
almost impossible to use them differently than suggested by
the manufacturer. Most of the proposed systems have a more
or less fixed design and lack of an open architecture. In [4],
FES circuit is designed by using an oscillator which generates
necessary pulse by using complete analogue electronics. The
output waveform is mono-phasic, hence capable of altering
ionic distributions and causing polarization and hence, it can
lead to skin breakdown and burns [6]. In [1], stimulator is
primarily designed for treatment of walking and standing; yet,
it can be programmed for other applications. Its output
waveform is asymmetrical bi-phasic which only minimize ion
redistribution and subsequent risk of skin irritation.
.

3. PROPOSED WORK
We describe here a new electronic stimulator that comprises
four channels that are designed to deliver programmable
symmetric biphasic pulses with inter-pulse interval current
controlled pulses. The microcontroller in the proposed muscle
stimulator has programmable pulse amplitude, pulse width,
inter-pulse duration and stimulation frequency of the electrical
biphasic current pulse train for driving the required electrical
energy into the defected muscle. These parameters are
determined based on the seriousness of the defect in the
muscle. This stimulator is primarily designed for treatment of
walking and standing; but it can be programmed for other
applications too by replacing feedback instrument. This
stimulator can work in two modes: open-loop control mode
and closed-loop control mode.
Fig. 1 illustrates the general functional block diagram of
electrical stimulator. It is functionally divided into three
blocks, a controller, a driving stage, and a feedback parameter
interpreter. The feedback parameter interpreter receives
instruction from patients and converts it into analog electrical
signal. This parameter is used to compensate for the loss of
natural feedback in paralyzed patients. A suitable feedback
such as mechanical types of feedback like angles, positions,
forces, and biological feedback like evoked electromyography
(EMG) which senses the time of contraction and the time of

relaxation of muscles should be provided for the individual
functional purpose. The controller reads this analog electrical
signal and sends it to PC and receives a series of parameters
from PC. The parameters include pulse amplitude, pulse
duration, stimulating frequency and inter-pulse duration.
Based on these parameters it generates symmetric biphasic
pulses with inter-pulse interval. The driving stage acts as a
constant-current or a constant-voltage source to pull up the
electrical pulses received from controller so that nerves and
muscles can be excited. The constant-current sources are
more prevalent than the constant-voltage sources in the FES
stimulators due to inevitable variations of tissue impedance.
The constant-current stimulation provides more predictable
responses, but a high voltage (˃100 V) might be induced from
the tissue when a large current (˃100 mA) is applied to high
impedance tissue (˃1 k). The high voltage may cause the
driving stage dysfunction. Therefore, a constant-current
source must tolerate enough voltage operating range, to have
high-voltage compliance. Besides, a constant-current source
should provide bi-phasic with inter-pulse duration outputs to
prevent electronic charge accumulation, which is harmful to
tissues. These types of waveforms balance the accumulated
charges and are also beneficial for efficient stimulation [2].

3.1. SYSTEM DESIGN
Fig. 2 shows the complete block diagram of FES system. The
waveform of the current pulses to be injected into muscle is
generated by Timer 1 interrupt of microcontroller. The
amplitude of the current pulses is adjusted by the
microcontroller by tuning a linear voltage controlled resistor
(VCR). We need to maintain a high voltage level around
200V so as to inject the current pulses of amplitude around
200mA into the muscle. This high potential is derived from a
rechargeable low DC battery cell with the DC to DC converter
circuit. The display unit provides the digital display of
parameters of muscle current pulse train those are set
manually with the help of push-button switches in open-loop
mode. Table 1 shows the range of the stimulation parameters.
TABLE 1
THE RANGE OF THE STIMULATION PARA METERS

Parameters

Minimum

Maximum

Stimulation Frequency (Hz)

5

100

Pulse Width (us)

10

500

Inter-pulse duration (us)

0

250

Pulse Amplitude (mA)

0

100
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Figure1:

General Functional Block Diagram of Electrical Stimulator

Figure 2: Block diagram of FES system

Fig. 3 shows the circuit diagram of main portion of FES using
PIC Microcontroller. It has 5 push-button switches. Program
button is used for mode selection and Trigger button is used to
start stimulation. Whenever this button is pressed, stimulation
starts for 60 seconds
In open-loop control mode, the remaining 3 push-buttons are
used to set the parameters such as stimulation frequency,
pulse width, inter-pulse duration and pulse amplitude. These
parameters are stored in registers. Based on registers value,
microcontroller generates symmetric biphasic pulses with
inter-pulse interval by using timer 1 interrupt. These pulses
are driven by V-I converter. The V-I converter uses high
voltage npn transistor ZTX458 and high voltage pnp transistor
ZTX558 to inject high current (>100mA) to high tissue
impedance (>1k). Transistor ZTX458 has collector-emitter
voltage 400v and transistor ZTX558 has collector-emitter
voltage -400v. Their maximum collector to emitter current
rating is 500mA. The amplitude of current pulse is controlled
by a linear voltage controlled resistor (VCR), whose
resistance can be varied linearly by varying its control input
voltage linearly. Microcontroller varies its control input

voltage with the help of 8-bit DAC. These current pulses are
injected into paralyzed nerves through surface electrodes for
muscles stimulation. Manual mode is used when the
application is not critical. In this mode, patients themselves
can set parameters with the help of instructions provided by
doctors. This mode is generally used for minor muscle defects
and does not use EMG instrument.
In closed-loop control mode, the severity of the muscle defect
is understood from the EMG instrument [7] whose electrodes
are fixed with the patient during the period of stimulation. The
analog output of EMG instrument is read by microcontroller
and it transmits this read data to PC as an address from where,
it receives the stored values of parameters of output waveform
accordingly. It is to be noted that when the front muscle is
contracting the back muscle is relaxing. When the muscle
contracts we apply the electrical current pulse. The EMG
instrument senses the time of contraction and the time of
relaxation. Depending upon the extent of the data provided by
the sensor the current intensity to be injected is adjusted so as
to get the optimized result. This mode is generally used for
major muscle defects. Thus the periodic treatment of the
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current injection helps the muscles and nerves system to
recover from the defect and the patient can move his legs for
some longer period of time until the defect reformulates again.

3.2 SOFTWARE
Software for microcontroller has been written in C language
using MPLAB IDE 7.86 and PIC C compiler. After
compilation of software, the HEX code has been loaded into
microcontroller in the circuit diagram shown in Fig. 3 for
simulation by using real time simulator Proteous 7.6..

4. SIMULATION RESULT
The circuit diagram of proposed FES system has been made
on real time simulator Proteous 7.6 as shown in Fig. 3. The
stimulation parameters: stimulation frequency (1/T) = 100 Hz,
pulse width (Tp) = 450 us, inter-pulse-duration = 200us and
pulse amplitude = 30 mA are stored in PC at location 0x05.
When microcontroller reads an analog data = 0.1V from EMG
instrument, its 8-bit ADC converts this signal into
corresponding digital value = 0x05. The controller sends this
digital value to PC as an address through serial
communication and reads the above parameters from PC. The
output waveform generated on CRO corresponding to these
parameters is shown in Fig. 4. The same waveform can be
observed by setting the above parameters manually with the
help of push button switches in open loop control mode.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A portable, programmable, battery-operated stimulator
designed in this paper has been tested. It works according to
the stated specifications. The most important technical
features of the stimulator are simple programming with pushbuttons manually in open loop mode as well as automatic
programming with EMG feedback in closed loop mode. Thus
one can use this stimulator for stimulation of minor muscles
defect as well as critical muscles defect. In future, this
stimulator can be designed using 16-bit microcontroller with
16-bit internal ADC to increase the resolution of analog data
read from EMG instrument.
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